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CASE STUDY
CASTLE GARDENS, DRYMEN

Castle Gardens, Drymen in Scotland
Roof windows transform character of dwelling 

In the quaint village of Drymen, Stirlingshire, Paterson Gordon Architecture 
have transformed an ordinary, unassuming home into a dwelling that would 
later be visually appealing yet also functional. 

Inspired by modern influences, the clients were looking for a home that 
suitably matched their lifestyle. Their existing garage was over-clad in timber. 
As a result, this new annexe now has its own identity and unique, individual 
structure.

Various options were investigated, but to achieve both an attractive and 
purposeful extension, Paterson Gordon Architects selected nine FAKRO 
products to deliver light into the spaces.

Six FTW-V P2 centre pivot roof windows, along with two DXF flat roof 
windows and one DMF flat roof window were the solution. FAKRO roof 
windows were featured in this project for a multitude of reasons, but largely 
they were selected because of their excellent u-values. Due to the design 
of the extension and the annexe, there is now a large glazing area. The 

The variety of products on offer 
from FAKRO allowed us to pick 
their centre-pivot rooflights for 
the existing annexe roof, and 
the flat roof windows for the 
extension roof, thus minimising 
suppliers.

Elaine Paterson Gordon
Paterson Gordon Architecture



impressive U-values of the FAKRO windows offer a superior alternative to 
lesser-performing glazed units.

Structurally, this project involved the conversion of a detached, obsolete 
garage into a liveable annexe – to create a separate living space allowing 
its inhabitant to live independently, while retaining access to the family. 
Furthermore, an additional extension was required so the main body of the 
building was coherent with the new annexe.

When forming this new extension, the priority was to avoid it simply being 
a corridor between the old and new. By introducing plenty of natural light 
with FAKRO roof windows, the character of the corridor evolved, making it 
an illuminated, pleasant space to be. 

Outside too, FAKRO roof windows were the perfect opportunity to 
transform the structure and realign its relationship with the garden. We’re 
sure the clients will enjoy golden beams of sunlight and additional views of 
their surrounding environment throughout their home for years to come.

“ If the rooflights 
were to be 
removed from 
this project, the 
space would 
have a very 
different feel...

Elaine Paterson 

Much more information on FAKRO roof 

windows and their commitment to 

excellence in customer service can be 

found at fakro.co.uk.

To browse and buy roof windows by FAKRO 

online visit roofwindows4you.co.uk.

FAKRO GB - 01283 554755

Paterson Gordon Architecture can be 

contacted on: 01436 860355 

And at: patersongordonarchitecture.co.uk

Architect: Paterson Gordon Architecture

Structural Engineer: Stuart Hamilton Structural Solutions

Contractor: Sitka Projects Ltd

The service from FAKRO allowed this element of the 
project to run smoothly.

Elaine Paterson Gordon
Paterson Gordon Architecture
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